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CD-ROM Revision 
FASTCAM-Series DRIVER CD-ROM Rev.2.40.50 

（Domestic/Overseas common shipment version） 

 

PFV Revision 
PFV Ver.2450 

SDK Ver.2982 

 

The contents of a folder in CD-ROM 
PFV setup  PFVSETUP 

Driver     Device driver 

            FASTCAM-Ultima1024 

FASTCAM-Ultima SE 

FASTCAM-PCI 

FASTCAM-PCI R2 

FASTCAM-X1280PCI 

FATSCAM-ultima APX 

FATSCAM-ultima 512 

FATSCAM-512PCI 

FASTCAM-APX RS 

FASTCAM-1024PCI 

SDK      FASTCAM series correspondence SDK ,Sample code ,SDK document 

Doc       PDF file inclusion of each camera manual ,Release Note 

DirectX    Microsoft DirectX Run time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Functional addition Bug fixed 

 

Others  

No. Contents Hardware Update 

FASTCAM-APX 

1 Bug fixed which had caused failure of gate setting on FASTCAM-APX I.I. 

cameras (in two-camera operation) if one camera’s I.I. power was on and 

the other’s off. 

 

PFV・SDK 
 

2 New feature added which displays an hourglass on the screen when the 

camera is in the Trigger In or Endless Rec mode. 

 

3 New feature added which enables interpolated display of zoom-in or 

zoom -out image by bilinear or bicubic interpolation method. 

 

4 Waveform display drawing function has been speeded up.  

5 Bug fixed which had caused 1 line offset of the crosshair cursor 

coordinate on 

the stored image in the crosshair cursor storing mode. 

 

6 Bug fixed which had caused an abnormal shutdown of application if 

playback was commanded of a range of no image data recorded when a 

waveform input board was in use. 

 

7 Bug fixed which had caused an abnormal shutdown of application when 

closing the option dialog if Configure was opened and then closed with 

WMV9 VCB Codec selected in the AVI2.0 storing option dialog. 

 

8 Bug fixed which had caused a misalignment of the selected area at the 

end of the mouse drag if the right-hand side was selected when 

specifying an area with the mouse in the AutoExposure and Variable 

functions. 

 

9 Specification changed so that the image rotation display can be forcibly 

released when image rotation is going on for AutoExposure setting. 

 

End of documents 
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